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A GLOVE SHOP IN VIENNA
AND OTHER STORIES
Eva Ibbotson
9781529023039

Fiction
General Fiction
Macmillan ǀ Rs 450 ǀ 256pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format
January 14, 2021

'Discovering Eva Ibbotson’s books is one of the nicest things that’s ever happened to me. The most beautiful,
delicious, wry read' – Marian Keyes
Curl up with a collection of romantic short stories taking you from nineteenth-century Vienna, over the wild moors of
Northumberland to the snowy streets of pre-revolutionary St Petersberg.
A collection of eighteen romantic short stories from the award-winning and much-loved Eva Ibbotson, A Glove Shop in Vienna will
show you the great passions and astute observations of everyday life. Join Great-Uncle Max, torn between his grand and secret love
for Susie, the enchanting glove shop assistant, and the devotion of his opera-singing wife. Meet Miss Bennett, drama mistress at
the fading Markham Street Primary School, whose search for a baby Jesus for the nativity play yields unexpected and miraculous
results. And agonise with Kira, a dancer in Russia's Imperial Ballet school, thrown out onto the streets of St. Petersburg, and found
by Edwin, a lonely dreamer.
A chocolate-box collection of deliciously romantic, atmospheric and witty stories to lose yourself in this Christmas.
'Eva Ibbotson is such a good writer that her characters break the bonds of the romantic novel' Washington Post

Author Bio:
Eva Ibbotson was born in Vienna in 1925 and moved to England with her father when the Nazis came to power. She wrote more
than twenty books for children and young adults, many of which garnered nominations for major awards for children's literature in
the UK, including the Nestlé Smarties Book Prize and the Whitbread Prize. Imaginative and humorous, Eva's books often convey her
love of nature, in particular the Austrian countryside, which is evident in works such as The Star of Kazan and A Song for Summer.
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BLACK 13
Adam Hamdy
9781509899203

Fiction
Crime, Mystery & Thrillers
PAN ǀ Rs 450 ǀ 496pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format
January 7, 2021

Black 13 is the brilliant first novel in the Scott Pearce series from Sunday Times bestselling author Adam Hamdy. In this addictive
and fast-paced thriller, ex-MI6 officer Pearce is about to show us that in a world where there is no loyalty to the nation state, it’s
time to burn the espionage rule book.
An exiled agent. A growing threat. A clandestine war.
The world is changing beyond recognition.
Radical extremists are rising and seek to enforce their ideology globally.
Governments, the military and intelligence agencies are being outmanoeuvred at every step. Borders are breaking down. Those in
power are puppets.
The old rules are obsolete. To fight this war a new doctrine is needed.
In a world where nothing is at it seems, where trust is gone, one man will make the difference.
Meet Ex-MI6 agent and man in exile, Scott Pearce.
It’s time to burn the espionage rule book.
Watch Pearce light the fire.

Author Bio:
British author and screenwriter Adam Hamdy works with studios and production companies on both sides of the Atlantic. He is the
author of Black 13, a Scott Pearce novel, and the Pendulum trilogy, an epic series of conspiracy thriller novels. James Patterson
described Pendulum as ‘one of the best thrillers of the year’, and the novel was a finalist for the Glass Bell Award for contemporary
fiction. Pendulum was chosen as book of the month by Goldsboro Books and was selected for BBC Radio 2 Book Club. Prior to
embarking on his writing career, Adam was a strategy consultant and advised global businesses in the medical systems, robotics,
technology and financial services sectors.
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CLEAN & GREEN:
101 HINTS AND TIPS FOR A MORE
ECO-FRIENDLY HOME
Nancy Birtwhistle
9781529049725

Non-Fiction
Science & Technology
One Boat ǀ Rs 799 ǀ 304pp ǀ Hardback ǀ B Format
January 21, 2021
Simple swaps and innovative ideas for cleaning and maintaining your home that won't cost the Earth.
Learn how easy it is to make simple swaps in your cleaning and tidying methods for a more eco-friendly home.
This beautifully illustrated black and white guide with 101 hints and sustainable, natural cleaning tips and hacks will help you take
small steps that have a massive positive environmental impact. In Clean & Green, Nancy Birtwhistle shares the simple recipes and
methods she has developed since making a conscious effort to live more sustainably, many of which are faster and easier than the
go-to products and methods most of us use now.
From everyday cleaning and laundry tips to zero-effort oven cleaner and guidance on removing tricky stains from clothing and
furniture, these economical, practical methods are perfect for anyone looking to reduce their use of plastic and throwaway products.
Nancy shares her tried-and-tested recipes for all-purpose cleaners, replacements for harmful chemicals that will keep both your
home and the planet clean and green for future generations.

Author Bio:

Nancy Birtwhistle is a Hull-born baker who won the fifth series of The Great British Bake Off in 2014. Nancy worked as a GP practice
manager in the NHS for thirty-six years until she retired in 2007. Motivated by protecting the planet for her ten grand-children,
Nancy decided to change how she used plastic, single use products and chemicals in her home. Sharing her tips online, she
amassed an engaged international following of devoted fans interested not only in her delicious recipes, but also her innovative
ideas and time-saving swaps that rethink everyday household chores to make as little an impact on the environment as possible.
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CONFUCIUS FROM THE HEART
Yu Dan
9781529045840

Non-Fiction
Self Help; Mind, Body & Spirit
Bluebird ǀ Rs 450 ǀ 192pp ǀ Hardback ǀ A Format
January 7, 2021

Every one of us has our own goals, but in the hurried, endlessly repeating cycles and rhythms of work, how much time and space
do we have to pay attention to our inner heart?
Simply written, and with a view to taking the wisdom of Confucius out of the hands of the academics and the philosophers and
making it accessible to the general reader, Confucius From the Heart gives us a contemporary Confucius, one who can teach us how
to attain spiritual happiness, adjust our daily routines and find our place in modern life. Yu Dan argues that his sayings, or Analects
- far from being merely interesting quotes from ancient lore, of little use in our hectic, stress-filled world. Instead, they are simple
truths that can speak to each and every one of us and help us lead better, happier, calmer lives.

Author Bio:
A professor at China's Beijing Normal University, assistant to the Dean, Faculty of Arts & Media, and Head of the Department of
Film & Television Media, Yu Dan is now a household name in China. She has a master's degree in ancient Chinese literature and a
doctoral degree in film & TV studies. Following the extraordinary success of her lectures and subsequent book on Confucius, she
gave another series of her lectures, this time on the philosopher Zhuangzi, which has also been a massive bestseller.
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DAILY RITUALS
WOMEN AT WORK
Mason Currey
9781509852857

Non-Fiction
Autobiographies, Biographies & Memoirs
Picador ǀ Rs 550 ǀ 416pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format
January 14, 2021

'That word, "vacation," makes me sweat.' Coco Chanel on taking a break
'You must do it irregardless, or it will eat its way out of you.' Zora Neale Hurston on writing
'One has to choose between the Life and the Project.' Susan Sontag on choosing art
Barbara Hepworth sculpted outdoors and Janet Frame wore earmuffs as she worked to block out noise. Kate Chopin wrote with her
six children ‘swarming around her’ whereas the artist Rosa Bonheur filled her bedroom with the sixty birds that inspired her work.
Louisa May Alcott wrote so vigorously – skipping sleep and meals – that she had to learn to write with her left hand to give her
cramped right hand a break.
From Isak Dinesen subsisting on oysters, champagne and amphetamines, to Isabel Allende's insistence that she begins each new
book on 8 January, here are the working routines of over 140 brilliant female painters, composers, sculptors, writers, filmmakers
and performers.
Filled with details of the large and small choices these women made, Daily Rituals Women at Work is a source of fascination and
inspiration.
'An admirably succinct portrait of some distinctly uncommon lives' - Meryle Secrest

Author Bio:
Mason Currey was born in Pennsylvania, and graduated from the University of North Carolina at Asheville. His first book, Daily
Rituals: How Great Minds Make Time, Find Inspiration, and Get to Work was published in 2013. Currey’s writing has appeared in
Slate, Metropolis, and Print. He lives in Los Angeles.
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DEFEND OR DIE
Tom Marcus
9781509863631

Fiction
Crime, Mystery & Thrillers
Macmillan ǀ Rs 650 ǀ 448pp ǀ Paperback ǀ Royal
January 14, 2021

An explosive thriller sees the Blindeye team take down a terrifying threat to UK national security from former MI5
officer, Tom Marcus, author of the bestselling Soldier Spy.
When no one knows you exist, you don’t have to play by the rules . . .
Meet former MI5 officer Matt Logan, now part of a totally deniable government organization known as ‘Blindeye’, with full licence to
do whatever it takes to neutralize threats to the UK’s national security.
When intelligence comes through that the Kremlin plans to launch a terror attack in London, Logan and the team set in motion a
surveillance operation on a billionaire Russian oligarch who may be connected with the incoming threat.
As they dig into the man’s life, they soon discover a network of incredibly dangerous individuals whose plans could tear the nation
apart. Battling personal demons of his own, Logan must defend his country from a terrifying enemy, or die trying . . .
Defend or Die is the second in Tom Marcus's breathtaking series featuring tortured MI5 operative Matt Logan,
following on from Capture or Kill.

Author Bio:
Tom Marcus, former MI5, grew up on the streets in the North of England. He joined the Army at sixteen and went on to became the
youngest member of the Armed Forces to pass the 6-month selection process for Special Operations in Northern Ireland.
He was hand picked from the Army into MI5 as a Surveillance Officer. He left the Security Service recently after a decade on the
frontline protecting his country due to being diagnosed with PTSD.
An extraordinary battle and recovery took place which led Tom to write his first book, Soldier Spy which has been vetted and
cleared for publication by MI5, it's the first true ground level account ever to be told. The first time in the Security Services' history
a Surveillance Officer has told the real story of the fight on our streets and his debut book went straight to Number 1 on the
Sunday Times best sellers list.
Tom, now consults on projects within TV and film including the TV dramatisation of his book Soldier Spy. Defend or Die is his
second following, following on from Capture or Kill.
Due to the ongoing specific threat to Tom Marcus, MI5 insist he keep his identity hidden and he continues to work with the Security
Service and other agencies to ensure he stays safe.
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GROWTH IQ
Tiffani Bova
9781529004694

Non-Fiction
Business, Finance & Management
PAN ǀ Rs 599 ǀ 352pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format
January 14, 2021

The Wall Street Journal Top Ten Bestseller
Growth IQ shows you the 10 strategies to sustainable growth, based on a purpose-led culture for all businesses.
'A worthy successor to Michael Porter, Bova's book is that rare gift: it opens doors for new ideas and new actions. No
glib answers here, simply hard-won wisdom that will provoke big changes for organizations large and small.'
Seth Godin, author of Linchpin
Tiffani Bova, the Growth and Innovation Evangelist at Salesforce, draws on her expertise as a consultant and practitioner to devise
a new framework for business leaders looking to pursue growth. We're witnessing an age of endless customization, and growth
strategy is no exception. There's no one size fits all strategy; a winning strategy for one business may spell doom for another.
In Growth IQ, Bova determines that there are ten simple – but easily misunderstood – growth paths, and explains how companies
can get a handle on their particular business context, and use it to determine the right combination and sequence of growth paths
to take them into the future.
Bova breaks down the strategies deployed by a wide range of companies to show you how:
* GE and John Deere have lasted over a century and continue to thrive by combining their strategy of innovative product
development with a renewed focus on R&D and customer experience.
* Marvel transformed from a struggling comic book publisher to a global entertainment behemoth by realigning their market
penetration strategy to focus on comic book characters, instead of just comic books.
* Gateway's attempt at market expansion into brick-and-mortar retail led to its failure, while the same move by Apple has
accelerated its growth.
Whether your company is on a growth spurt, in a worrying stall, or showing signs of decline, Growth IQ is your map to charting the
course of your company's future.

Author Bio:

Tiffani Bova is Global Customer Growth and Innovation Evangelist at Salesforce. Over the past two decades, she has led large
revenue-producing divisions at businesses ranging from start-ups to Fortune 500 companies. She spent ten years at Gartner, the
world’s leading IT research and advisory firm. Bova’s cutting-edge insights have helped Microsoft, Cisco, Hewlett-Packard, IBM,
Oracle, SAP, VMWare, AT&T, Salesforce, Dell, Amazon-AWS and other prominent technology companies expand their market share
and grow their revenues. Growth IQ is her first book.
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HOW TO THRIVE IN THE VIRTUAL
WORKPLACE
Robert Glazer with Mick Sloan
9781529068252

Non-Fiction
Business, Finance & Management
Bluebird ǀ Rs 499 ǀ 224pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format
January 21, 2021

'Invaluable guidance on how organizations can embrace the flexibility of remote work while sustaining wellbeing and
connection . . . Immensely timely, practical and encouraging.' Caroline Webb, author of How to Have a Good Day
Transform your career or your business with these simple tips and tricks to make virtual working easier than ever before – office no
longer required.
The remote work revolution is here. Even before COVID-19 created the largest remote work experiment in history, the business
world was already gravitating toward virtual workplaces. Suddenly organizations as big as Twitter are learning that their employees
don’t need an office in order to get great results. How to Thrive in the Virtual Workplace shows how to stay productive, feel like part
of a team and make the most of remote working.
Robert Glazer shares the principles, tactics and tools his company has developed in more than a decade of successfully working as
a joined-up but 100 per cent remote workforce, as well as interviewing other leaders in the sector about what works for them. As
founder and CEO of Acceleration Partners, an organization with 170 employees who all work from home, Glazer has been
recognized with dozens of awards for its industry performance and company culture. Here, he shares a step-by-step guide to
building a culture of flexibility and trust, hiring and communicating effectively – both internally and externally – as a successful
remote business.

Author Bio:

Robert Glazer is the founder and CEO of Acceleration Partners, a global partner marketing agency and the recipient of numerous
industry and company culture awards, including Glassdoor’s Employees’ Choice Awards two years in a row. He is the author of the
inspirational newsletter Friday Forward, author of the Wall Street Journal and USA Today bestseller, Elevate, and the international
bestselling books, How To Make Virtual Teams Work and Performance Partnerships. He is a sought-after speaker by companies and
organizations around the world and is the host of The Elevate Podcast. Outside of work, Bob can likely be found skiing, cycling,
reading, traveling, spending quality time with his family or overseeing some sort of home renovation project.
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JUPITER WAR
Neal Asher
9781509868568

Fiction
Science & Fantasy Fiction
Tor ǀ Rs 650 ǀ 480pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format
January 14, 2021

In the cold reaches of space, are they sowing the seeds of battle?
Alan Saul is now part human and part machine, and our solar system isn't big enough to hold him. He craves the stars, but can't
leave yet. His sister Var is trapped on Mars, on the wrong side of a rebellion. And Saul's human side won't let her die. He must
leave Argus Station to stage a dangerous rescue – but mutiny is brewing on board.
Serene Galahad is the earth’s latest dictator, with its full powers at her disposal – and she’ll do anything to prevent Saul from
escaping her grasp. So she musters new warships, ready to unleash a terrifying display of interstellar violence. The previous ship
sent to end Saul failed, and is now limping back to earth. One survivor is Clay Ruger, who is holding to ransom humanity’s greatest
asset – seeds to rebuild a dying Earth. He’ll give them up if Galahad gives up her life. But will Galahad pay the price, to ensure
humanity’s future?
Jupiter War is the final book in the Owner trilogy by Neal Asher.
‘This dizzying and unusually thoughtful space opera . . . The result is a challenging, extremely satisfying
read' – Publishers Weekly
‘Expertly ratchets up the narrative tension and excitement with high-tech mayhem and technological razzledazzle' – Kirkus Reviews

Author Bio:
Neal Asher divides his time between Essex and Crete, mostly at a keyboard and mentally light-years away. His full-length novels
are as follows. First is the Agent Cormac series: Gridlinked, The Line of Polity, Brass Man, Polity Agent and Line War. Next comes
the Spatterjay series: The Skinner, The Voyage of the Sable Keech and Orbus. Also set in the same world of the Polity are these
standalone novels: Hilldiggers, Prador Moon, Shadow of the Scorpion and The Technician. The Transformation trilogy is also based
in the Polity: Dark Intelligence, War Factory and Infinity Engine. Set in a dystopian future are: The Departure, Zero Point and
Jupiter War, while Cowl takes us across time. The Warship is the second book in the Rise of the Jain series, following The Soldier,
and is set in the Polity universe.
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LIGHTS OUT, FULL THROTTLE
Johnny Herbert and Damon Hill
9781529040005

Non-Fiction
Autobiographies, Biographies & Memoirs
Macmillan ǀ Rs 899 ǀ 336pp ǀ Paperback ǀ Royal
January 14, 2021

Drawing on a lifetime of sniffing petrol fumes, Lights Out, Full Throttle stands large over the landscape of Formula
One and takes the temperature of the good, the bad and the ugly of the petrolhead’s paradise.
Johnny Herbert and Damon Hill between them competed in 261 Grands Prix, amassing twenty-five wins, forty-nine podium finishes,
one World Championship, 458 championship points, a Le Mans win, two smashed ankles, a broken arm, wrist and leg, sixty broken
ribs, and two bruised egos.
Having retired from racing, Johnny and Damon have become the one constant for passionate English F1 fans in a rapidly changing
landscape. They have earned cult status as commentators and pundits, with viewers loving their unerring dedication to the sport’s
greatness.
It offers F1 fans a tour of the sport – from Monaco to Silverstone; Johnny’s crowd surfing and Bernie’s burger bar; the genius of
Adrian Newey and Colin Chapman; why Lewis Hamilton will never, ever move to Ferrari (probably); getting the yips; money;
safety; what it’s like to have an out-of-body experience while driving a car in the pouring rain at 200 mph; and the future of the
sport in the wake of Covid-19 and Black Lives Matter.
Whether you’re a fan of Nigel, Niki, Kimi or Britney, pine for the glory days of Brabham, Williams, Jim Clark and
Fangio, or believe that Lewis is one year away from retiring as the GOAT, Lights Out, Full Throttle is the oily rag for
the petrolhead fan to inhale while waiting for the racers to line up on the grid.

Author Bio:
Damon Hill is a former Formula One World Champion who raced against some of the legends of the sport from Ayrton Senna to
Michael Schumacher. The son of racing legend Graham Hill, Damon entered Formula One in 1992, racing for Brabhams and then
Williams and took over as team leader when Senna died in 1994. Having lost the 1994 World Championship to Schumacher by a
single point, Hill was crowned World Champion in 1996. He is also the author of his autobiography Watching the Wheels, which was
a Sunday Times number one bestseller.
Johnny Herbert is one of a small number of British drivers to win a Grand Prix since the 1970s, tasting success with Benetton at
Silverstone and Monza in 1995, then delivering a one and only top podium place for Jackie Stewart’s team at the 1999 European
Grand Prix at the Nürburgring. He also became the first active Formula 1 driver to win the endurance classic 24 Hours of Le Mans,
with Bertrand Gachot and Volker Weidler in 1991, and has been a champion at karting, the Formula Ford Festival, Formula 3, the
European Le Mans and the Speedcar Series in his long and varied career. He has also written his autobiography What Doesn't Kill
You . . ., which was published to acclaim in 2016.
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ME:
ELTON JOHN OFFICIAL
AUTOBIOGRAPHY
Elton John
9781509853342

Non-Fiction
Autobiographies, Biographies & Memoirs
PAN ǀ Rs 699 ǀ 416pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format
January 14, 2021

The Sunday Times bestseller with a new chapter bringing the story up to date.
'The rock memoir of the decade' – Daily Mail
'The rock star's gloriously entertaining and candid memoir is a gift to the reader' – Sunday Times
In his first and only official autobiography, music icon Elton John reveals the truth about his extraordinary life. Me is the
joyously funny, honest and moving story of the most enduringly successful singer/songwriter of all time.
______________
Christened Reginald Dwight, he was a shy boy with Buddy Holly glasses who grew up in the London suburb of Pinner and dreamed of
becoming a pop star. By the age of twenty-three, he was performing his first gig in America, facing an astonished audience in his bright
yellow dungarees, a star-spangled T-shirt and boots with wings. Elton John had arrived and the music world would never be the same again.
His life has been full of drama, from the early rejection of his work with songwriting partner Bernie Taupin to spinning out of control as a
chart-topping superstar; from half-heartedly trying to drown himself in his LA swimming pool to disco-dancing with the Queen; from
friendships with John Lennon, Freddie Mercury and George Michael to setting up his AIDS Foundation. All the while, Elton was hiding a drug
addiction that would grip him for over a decade.
In Me Elton also writes powerfully about getting clean and changing his life, about finding love with David Furnish and becoming a father. In
a voice that is warm, humble and open, this is Elton on his music and his relationships, his passions and his mistakes. This is a story that
will stay with you, by a living legend.
______________
'Self-deprecating, funny . . . You cannot help but enjoy his company throughout, temper tantrums and all' – The Times
'Racy, pacy and crammed with scurrilous anecdotes - what more could you ask from the rocket man' – Guardian (Book of the
Week)
'Chatty, gossipy, amusing and at times brutally candid' – Telegraph

Author Bio:
Sir Elton John, CBE, is a multi-award winning solo artist who has achieved 38 gold and 31 platinum or multi-platinum albums, has
sold more than 300 million records worldwide, and holds the record for the biggest-selling single of all time, ‘Candle in the Wind
1997’. In August 2018 Elton was named the most successful male solo artist in the Billboard Hot 100 chart history, having logged
67 entries, including nine Number 1s and 27 Top 10s. Elton launched his first tour in 1970 and since then has performed over 4,000
times in more than 80 countries. When not recording or touring, Elton devotes his time to a number of charities, including his own
Elton John AIDS Foundation, which has raised over $300 million and funded programmes across four continents in the twenty-four
years it has existed. He is married to David Furnish, and they have two sons. Me is his first and only official autobiography.
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MOTHER FOR DINNER
Shalom Auslander
9781529052060

Fiction
General Fiction
Picador ǀ Rs 899 ǀ 272pp ǀ Paperback ǀ Royal
January 14, 2021

Seventh Seltzer has done everything he can to break from the traditions of the past, but in his overbearing, narcissistic mother’s
last moments, she whispers in his ear the two words he always knew she would: ‘Eat me’.
This is not unusual, as the Seltzers are Cannibal-Americans, a once proud and thriving ethnic group, but for Seventh, it raises some
serious questions. Of practical concern, she’s six-foot-two and weighs over thirty stone – even divided up between Seventh and his
eleven brothers, that's a lot of red meat. Plus, Second keeps kosher, Ninth is vegan and Sixth is dead. To make matters worse,
even if he can wrangle his brothers together for a feast, the Can-Am people have assimilated, and the only living Cannibal who
knows how to perform the ancient ritual is their Uncle Ishmael, a far from reliable guide.
Beyond the practical, Seventh struggles with the sense of guilt and responsibility he feels – to his mother, to his people and to his
unique cultural heritage. His mother always taught him he was a link in a chain, stretching back centuries. But he’s getting tired of
chains.
Shalom Auslander's Mother for Dinner is an outrageously tasty comedy about identity and inheritance, the things we owe our
families and the things we owe ourselves.

Author Bio:
Shalom Auslander was raised in Monsey, New York. Nominated for the Koret Award for writers under thirty-five, he has published
articles in Esquire, New York Times Magazine, Tablet, the New Yorker, and has had stories aired on NPR’s This American Life.
Auslander is the author of the short-story collection Beware of God, the memoir Foreskin’s Lament, and the novel Hope: A Tragedy.
He is the creator of Showtime’s Happyish. He lives in Los Angeles.
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MUM & DAD
Joanna Trollope
9781529003406

Fiction
General Fiction
PAN ǀ Rs 499 ǀ 336pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format
January 14, 2021

Sunday Times number one bestseller Joanna Trollope explores the issues at the heart of a modern family with her
trademark wit and warmth, in Mum & Dad.
‘What a mess, she thought now . . . what a bloody, unholy mess the whole family has got itself into.’
It’s been twenty-five years since Gus and Monica left England to start a new life in Spain, building a vineyard and wine business
from the ground up. However, when Gus suffers a stroke and their idyllic Mediterranean life is thrown into upheaval, it’s left to their
three grown-up children in London to step in . . .
Sebastian is busy running his company with his wife, Anna, who’s never quite seen eye-to-eye with her mother-in-law.
Katie, a successful solicitor in the City, is distracted by the problems with her long-term partner, Nic, and the secretive lives of their
three daughters.
And Jake, ever the easy-going optimist, is determined to convince his new wife, Bella, that moving to Spain with their eighteenmonth-old would be a good idea.
As the children descend on the vineyard, it becomes clear that each has their own idea of how best to handle their mum and dad,
as well as the family business. But as long-simmering resentments rise to the surface and tensions reach breaking point, can the
family ties prove strong enough to keep them together?
'Trollope writes about family relationships with intelligence and clear-eyed sympathy' - The Times

Author Bio:
Joanna Trollope is the author of many highly acclaimed and bestselling novels, including The Rector’s Wife, Marrying the Mistress
and Daughters in Law. She was appointed OBE in 1996 and CBE in 2019, a trustee of the National Literacy Trust in 2012, and a
trustee of the Royal Literary Fund in 2016. She has chaired the Whitbread and Orange Awards, as well as being a judge of many
other literature prizes including chairing the BBC National Short Story Awards for 2017. She has been part of two DCMS panels on
public libraries and is patron of numerous charities, including Meningitis Now and Chawton House Library. In 2014, she updated
Jane Austen’s Sense and Sensibility as the opening novel in the Austen Project. Mum & Dad is her twenty-second novel.
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PANDORA'S JAR
Natalie Haynes
9781509873128

Non-Fiction
History
Picador ǀ Rs 899 ǀ 320pp ǀ Paperback ǀ Royal
January 14, 2021

'Funny, sharp explications of what these sometimes not-very-nice women were up to, and how they sometimes made
idiots of . . . but read on!' – Margaret Atwood, author of The Handmaid's Tale
The Greek myths are among the world's most important cultural building blocks and they have been retold many times, but rarely
do they focus on the remarkable women at the heart of these ancient stories.
Stories of gods and monsters are the mainstay of epic poetry and Greek tragedy, from Homer to Aeschylus, Sophocles and
Euripides, from the Trojan War to Jason and the Argonauts. And still, today, a wealth of novels, plays and films draw their
inspiration from stories first told almost three thousand years ago. But modern tellers of Greek myth have usually been men, and
have routinely shown little interest in telling women’s stories. And when they do, those women are often painted as monstrous,
vengeful or just plain evil. But Pandora – the first woman, who according to legend unloosed chaos upon the world – was not a
villain, and even Medea and Phaedra have more nuanced stories than generations of retellings might indicate.
Now, in Pandora's Jar: Women in the Greek Myths, Natalie Haynes – broadcaster, writer and passionate classicist – redresses this
imbalance. Taking Pandora and her jar (the box came later) as the starting point, she puts the women of the Greek myths on equal
footing with the menfolk. After millennia of stories telling of gods and men, be they Zeus or Agamemnon, Paris or Odysseus,
Oedipus or Jason, the voices that sing from these pages are those of Hera, Athena and Artemis, and of Clytemnestra, Jocasta,
Eurydice and Penelope.

Author Bio:
Natalie Haynes is a writer and broadcaster. She writes for the Guardian and the Independent. She was a judge for the 2012 Orange
Prize for Fiction, the 2013 Man Booker Prize, and the 2014 Independent Foreign Fiction Prize. Natalie is the author of three novels:
The Amber Fury, The Children of Jocasta and A Thousand Ships as well as two non-fiction books: The Ancient Guide to Modern Life
and Pandora's Jar. She has spoken on the modern relevance of the classical world on three continents, from Cambridge to Chicago
to Auckland. She is a regular contributor to BBC Radio 4: reviewing for Front Row and Saturday Review, appearing as a team
captain on three seasons of Wordaholics, as well as writing and presenting her own show Natalie Haynes Stands Up for the Classics.
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PASSING
Nella Larsen
9781529047974

Fiction
General Fiction
Picador ǀ Rs 650 ǀ 160pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format
January 14, 2021

Nella Larsen’s distinctive and revealing novel about racial identity set in New York in 1929. Soon to be a major motion
picture starring Tessa Thompson, Ruth Negga and Alexander Skarsgård.
Irene Redfield, married to a successful physician, enjoys a comfortable life in Harlem, New York. Reluctantly, she renews her
friendship with old school friend, Clare Kendry. Clare, who like Irene is light skinned, ‘passes’ as white and is married to a racist
white man who has no idea about Clare’s racial heritage. Even though Irene knows that reigniting her friendship with Clare will lead
to trouble, she can’t resist allowing Irene into her world. Irene in turn wants to rekindle her bonds with the African American
community of her youth. As tensions mount between friends and between couples, this taut and mesmerizing narrative spins
towards an unexpected end.
This edition of Passing features an introduction by writer and academic, Christa Holm Vogelius.

Author Bio:
Nella Larsen was born in Chicago in 1891 to a white Danish mother and a black West Indian father. She studied in America and
Denmark and throughout her writing career she worked as a children’s librarian and primarily as a nurse. In 1928 her first novel
Quicksand was published to great critical acclaim. Passing was published a year later. Her marriage brought her into contact with
the upper echelons of New York’s black society and she became an important female voice of the Harlem Renaissance. She was the
first black woman to receive a Guggenheim Fellowship for creative writing. Divorced in 1933, she spent the rest of her life working
as nurse. Nella Larsen died in 1964.
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SAVING JUSTICE:
TRUTH, TRANSPARENCY, AND
TRUST
James Comey
9781529062823

Non-Fiction
Autobiographies, Biographies & Memoirs
Macmillan ǀ Rs 750 ǀ 240pp ǀ Paperback ǀ Royal
January 21, 2021
James Comey, former FBI Director and Sunday Times number one bestselling author of A Higher Loyalty, uses his long
career in federal law enforcement to explore issues of justice and fairness in the US justice system.
James Comey might best be known as the FBI director that Donald Trump fired in 2017, but he’s had a long, varied career in the
law and justice system. He knows better than most just what a force for good the US justice system can be, and how far afield it
has strayed during the Trump Presidency.
In his much-anticipated follow-up to A Higher Loyalty, Comey uses anecdotes and lessons from his career to show how the federal
justice system works. From prosecuting mobsters as an Assistant US Attorney in the Southern District of New York in the 1980s to
grappling with the legalities of anti-terrorism work as the Deputy Attorney General in the early 2000s to, of course, his tumultuous
stint as FBI director beginning in 2013, Comey shows just how essential it is to pursue the primacy of truth for federal law
enforcement.
Saving Justice is gracefully written and honestly told, a clarion call for a return to fairness and equity in the law.

Author Bio:
On September 4, 2013, James Comey was sworn in as the seventh director of the FBI.
A native of Yonkers, New York, Comey attended the College of William and Mary and the University of Chicago Law School.
Afterwards, Comey returned to New York and joined the US Attorney’s Office for the Southern District of New York as an assistant
US attorney. There, he took on numerous crimes, most notably organized crime in the case of the United States v. John Gambino,
et al. Comey then became an assistant US attorney in the Eastern District of Virginia, where he prosecuted the high-profile case
that followed the 1996 terrorist attack on the US military’s Khobar Towers in Khobar, Saudi Arabia.
Comey returned to New York after 9/11 to become the U.S. attorney for the Southern District of New York. At the end of 2003, he
was tapped to be the deputy attorney general at the Department of Justice (DOJ) under then-U.S. attorney general John Ashcroft
and moved to the Washington, D.C. area.
Comey left the DOJ in 2005 to serve as general counsel and senior vice-president at defence contractor Lockheed Martin. Five years
later, he joined Bridgewater Associates, a Connecticut-based investment fund, as its general counsel. In early 2013, Comey became
a lecturer in law, a senior research scholar and Hertog Fellow in national security law at Columbia Law School.
After he was fired as FBI Director, Comey held the King Lecture Chair in Public Policy at Howard University for 2017-18 and served
as a Distinguished Lecturer in Public Policy at William and Mary for 2018-2019. In September 2020, his first book, A Higher Loyalty,
was made into a Showtime limited series, The Comey Rule.
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THE DEPARTURE
Neal Asher
9781509868544

Fiction
Science & Fantasy Fiction
Tor ǀ Rs 650 ǀ 480pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format
January 14, 2021

In a world devoid of hope, is revenge the only way out?
The Argus Space Station looks down on a nightmarish Earth. And from here, the Committee enforces its despotic rule. It governs a
corrupt world, where the poor are starving – and are policed by mechanized overseers wielding identity-reader guns. There are also
too many people and too few resources, so the Committee has decided twelve billion people must die. So they prepare to unleash
the full power of their Station’s weaponry to make this happen.
Alan Saul wakes to this world, confined in a crate bound for a Calais incinerator. He doesn’t know why he’s there; he only
remembers pain and his tormentor’s face. And he has company: Janus, a rogue intelligence, who is inhabiting forbidden hardware
in his skull. As Janus shows his host a damaged Earth, Saul resolves to discover who he was – and kill his interrogator. Next he will
take on the Committee and topple their debased regime.
The Departure is the first fast-paced book in the Owner trilogy by acclaimed science fiction author Neal Asher.
'Delivers plenty of thrills' – SFX
'Fast, dramatic stuff . . . rapid pace, great action, messy consequences' – SFFWorld
'I had an absolute blast with this book . . . his work really does get better and better' – FalcataTimes

Author Bio:
Neal Asher divides his time between Essex and Crete, mostly at a keyboard and mentally light-years away. His full-length novels
are as follows. First is the Agent Cormac series: Gridlinked, The Line of Polity, Brass Man, Polity Agent and Line War. Next comes
the Spatterjay series: The Skinner, The Voyage of the Sable Keech and Orbus. Also set in the same world of the Polity are these
standalone novels: Hilldiggers, Prador Moon, Shadow of the Scorpion and The Technician. The Transformation trilogy is also based
in the Polity: Dark Intelligence, War Factory and Infinity Engine. Set in a dystopian future are: The Departure, Zero Point and
Jupiter War, while Cowl takes us across time. The Warship is the second book in the Rise of the Jain series, following The Soldier,
and is set in the Polity universe.
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THE GIRL WHO READS ON THE
MÉTRO
Christine Feret-Fleury
9781509868353

Fiction
General Fiction
PAN ǀ Rs 499 ǀ 208pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format
January 14, 2021

For fans of The Little Paris Bookshop and The Elegance of the Hedgehog, The Girl Who Reads on the Métro is the
French phenomenon by Christine Féret-Fleury, ready to charm book-lovers everywhere . . .
When Juliette takes the métro to her loathed office job each morning, her only escape is in books – she avidly reads on her journey
and imagines what her fellow commuters’ choices might say about them.
Then she meets Soliman – the mysterious owner of the most enchanting bookshop Juliette has ever seen – and things will never be
the same again. For Soliman believes in the power of books to change the course of a life, and he’s about to change Juliette’s
forever . . .

Author Bio:
Christine Féret-Fleury began her career as a publisher at Gallimard Jeunesse. In 1996, she wrote her debut children’s book, Le Petit
Tamour, quickly followed in 1999 by her debut novel for adults, Les vagues sont douces comme des tigres, winner of the Antigone
Prize. Since then, she has gone on to write eighty further books, and counting. A prolific reader, she likes to try her hand at each of
the many literary genres she enjoys. The Girl Who Reads on the Métro is her first adult novel to be translated into English.
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THE HOUSE IN THE CERULEAN
SEA
TJ Klune
9781250816498

Fiction
General Fiction
Tor ǀ Rs 599 ǀ 400pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format
January 21, 2021

Linus Baker is a by-the-book case worker in the Department in Charge of Magical Youth. He's tasked with determining whether six
dangerous magical children are likely to bring about the end of the world.
Arthur Parnassus is the master of the orphanage. He would do anything to keep the children safe, even if it means the world will
burn. And his secrets will come to light.
The House in the Cerulean Sea is an enchanting love story, masterfully told, about the profound experience of discovering an
unlikely family in an unexpected place―and realizing that family is yours.
"1984 meets The Umbrella Academy with a pinch of Douglas Adams thrown in." ―Gail Carriger, New York Times bestselling author
of Soulless

Author Bio:
TJ KLUNE is a USA Today bestselling, Lambda Literary Award-winning author and an ex-claims examiner for an insurance company.
His novels include The House in the Cerulean Sea and The Extraordinaries. Being queer himself, TJ believes it's important―now
more than ever―to have accurate, positive, queer representation in stories.
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THE NUMBERS GAME
Danielle Steel
9781509878345

Fiction
General Fiction
PAN ǀ Rs 450 ǀ 336pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format
January 21, 2021

Relationships come together, fall apart and are reinvented over time in this warm-hearted novel by the world’s
favourite storyteller, Danielle Steel.
Eileen Jackson was happy to set aside her own career dreams in order to raise a family with her husband Paul. But when she
discovers Paul’s affair with a younger woman, she begins to question all those years of sacrifice and compromise. On the brink of
forty, she fears it is too late to start over.
Meanwhile, Paul’s girlfriend Olivia is struggling to find herself while in the shadow of her mother, a famous actress, and her
grandmother, a fiercely independent artist. With their love and support, Olivia takes a major professional step. But she realizes she
still has much to learn about herself before committing her life to someone else.
Ultimately, Eileen decides to chase her own dreams as well, thousands of miles away in Paris. What awaits is an adventure that
transforms her life.
At every age, there are challenges to be met and new worlds to discover. The Numbers Game is a reminder that it’s never too late
to turn a new page and start again.

Author Bio:

Danielle Steel has been hailed as one of the world’s most popular authors, with nearly a billion copies of her novels sold. Her
international bestsellers include The Duchess, The Right Time and Fairytale. She is also the author of His Bright Light, the story of
her son Nick Traina’s life and death; A Gift of Hope, a memoir of her work with the homeless; and the children’s books Pretty Minnie
in Paris and Pretty Minnie in Hollywood. Danielle divides her time between Paris and her home in northern California.
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THE SAFETY NET
Andrea Camilleri
9781529035575

Fiction
Crime, Mystery & Thrillers
Picador ǀ Rs 599 ǀ 304pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format
January 14, 2021

Set on the coast of Sicily, The Safety Net is the twenty-fifth novel in the bestselling Inspector Montalbano series by
Andrea Camilleri.
Vigàta is bustling as the new filming location for a Swedish television series set in 1950. In the production frenzy, the director asks
the locals to track down movies and vintage photos to faithfully recreate the air of Vigàta at that time. Meanwhile, Montalbano is
grappling with a double mystery, one that emerges from the past and another that leads him into the future . . .
Engineer Ernesto Sabatello, rummaging in the attic of his house, finds some films shot by his father between 1958 and 1963,
always on the same day, 27th March, and always the same shot: the outside wall of a country house. Montalbano hears the story
and, intrigued, begins to investigate its meaning.
Meanwhile, a middle school is threatened by a group of armed men, and a closer look at the case finds Montalbano looking into the
students themselves and delving into the world of social media.

Author Bio:
Andrea Camilleri was one of Italy’s most famous contemporary writers. The Inspector Montalbano series, which has sold over 65
million copies worldwide, has been translated into thirty-two languages and was adapted for Italian television, screened on BBC4.
The Potter’s Field, the thirteenth book in the series, was awarded the Crime Writers’ Association’s International Dagger for the best
crime novel translated into English. In addition to his phenomenally successful Inspector Montalbano series, he was also the author
of the historical comic mysteries Hunting Season and The Brewer of Preston. He died in Rome in July 2019.
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THE SECRET LIFE OF MR ROOS
Håkan Nesser
9781509892242

Fiction
Crime, Mystery & Thrillers
Mantle ǀ Rs 899 ǀ 512pp ǀ Paperback ǀ Royal
January 14, 2021

A secluded hut in the middle of the woods. A double life that could be his downfall. The Secret Life of Mr Roos is the
third Inspector Barbarotti novel from the 'Godfather of Swedish crime' (Metro), Häkan Nesser.
At fifty-nine years old, Valdemar Roos is tired of life. Working a job he hates, with a wife he barely talks to and two step-daughters
he doesn't get on with, he doesn't have a lot to look forward to. Then, one day, a winning lottery ticket gives him an opportunity to
start afresh.
Without telling a soul, he quits his job and buys a hut in the remote Swedish countryside. Every day he travels down to this manmade oasis, returning each evening to his unsuspecting wife. Life couldn't be better, until a young woman arrives in paradise . . .
Anna Gambowska is a twenty-one-year-old recovering drug addict. On the run from the rehab centre she hated and an abusive
relationship she can't go back to, all Anna's prayers are answered when she comes across a seemingly vacant hut in the Swedish
woodland. But it's not long before Anna's ex discovers her location, and an incident occurs that will mar the lives of both Anna and
Valdemar forever.
Inspector Barbarotti doesn't take much interest when a woman reports her husband as missing. That is, until a dead body is found
near the missing man's newly-bought hut, and Mr Roos becomes the number one murder suspect . . .
The Secret Life of Mr Roos is the third novel in Håkan Nesser’s Inspector Barbarotti quintet.

Author Bio:
Håkan Nesser is one of Sweden’s most popular crime writers, receiving numerous awards for his novels featuring Inspector Van
Veeteren, including the European Crime Fiction Star Award (Ripper Award), the Swedish Crime Writers’ Academy Prize (three times)
and Scandinavia’s Glass Key Award. His Van Veeteren series is published in over twenty-five countries and has sold over 15 million
copies worldwide. In addition to the popular Van Veeteren series, his other books include the psychological thriller The Living and
the Dead in Winsford and The Barbarotti series. Håkan Nesser lives in Gotland with his wife, and spends part of each year in the
UK.
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THE SILENCE
Don DeLillo
9781529057096

Fiction
General Fiction
Picador ǀ Rs 550 ǀ 128pp ǀ Hardback ǀ Demi
January 14, 2021

From one of America's greatest writers, The Silence is a timely and compelling novel about what happens when an
unpredictable crisis strikes.
It is Super Bowl Sunday in the year 2022. Five people are due to have dinner in an apartment on the east side of Manhattan. The
hosts are a retired physics professor and her husband; they are joined by one of her former students and await the arrival of
another couple, delayed by what becomes a dramatic flight from Paris.
In the apartment, talk ranges widely. The opening kickoff is one commercial away. Then something happens and the digital
connections that have transformed our lives are severed.
What follows is a dazzling and profoundly moving conversation about what makes us human. Never has the art of fiction been such
an immediate guide to our navigation of a bewildering world. Never have DeLillo’s prescience, imagination and language been more
illuminating and essential.

Author Bio:
Don DeLillo is the author of numerous novels including White Noise, Libra, Underworld, Falling Man and Zero K. He has won the
National Book Award, the PEN/Faulkner Award for Fiction, the PEN/Saul Bellow Award, the Jerusalem Prize for his complete body of
work and the William Dean Howells Medal from the American Academy of Arts and Letters. His story collection, The Angel
Esmeralda, was a finalist for the Story Prize and the PEN/Faulkner Award for Fiction. In 2013, DeLillo was awarded the Library of
Congress Prize for American Fiction, and in 2015, the National Book Foundation awarded DeLillo its Medal for Distinguished
Contribution to American Letters.
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THEBES
Paul Cartledge
9781509873166

Non-Fiction
Sociology & Culture
Picador ǀ Rs 1,299 ǀ 336pp ǀ Hardback ǀ Royal
January 21, 2021

‘An incisive, inspiring and vitally illuminating account of a city which changed the ancient world and which deserves to
be remembered by the modern. A masterful book written by a master historian.’ - Bettany Hughes, bestselling author
of Istanbul and Helen of Troy.
Continuously inhabited for five millennia, and at one point the most powerful city in Ancient Greece, Thebes has been
overshadowed by its better-known rivals, Athens and Sparta.
According to myth, the city was founded when Kadmos sowed dragon’s teeth into the ground and warriors sprang forth, ready not
only to build the fledgling city but to defend it from all-comers. It was Hercules’ birthplace and the home of the Sphinx, whose
riddle Oedipus solved, winning the Theban crown and the king’s widow in marriage, little knowing that the widow was his mother,
Jocasta.
The city’s history is every bit as rich as its mythic origins, from siding with the Persian invaders when their emperor, Xerxes, set out
to conquer Aegean Greece, to siding with Sparta – like Thebes an oligarchy – to defeat Pericles'
democratic Athens, to being utterly destroyed on the orders of Alexander the Great.
In Thebes: The Forgotten City of Ancient Greece, the acclaimed classical historian Paul Cartledge brings the city vividly to life, and
argues that it is central to our understanding of the ancient Greeks’ achievements – whether politically or culturally – and thus to
our own culture and civilization.

Author Bio:

Paul Cartledge is A.G. Leventis Senior Research Fellow of Clare College, Cambridge, and emeritus A.G. Leventis Professor of Greek
Culture in the Faculty of Classics, where he taught from 1979 to 2014. His undergraduate and doctoral qualifications were obtained
at Oxford, where he completed a dissertation on the archaeology and history of early Sparta under the supervision of Professor Sir
John Boardman. He is the author, co-author, editor or co-editor of well over a score of books, including The Cambridge Illustrated
History of Ancient Greece; The Spartans: An Epic History; Alexander the Great: The Hunt for a New Past; Thermopylae: The Battle
that Changed the World; and Democracy: A Life. He co-edits a monograph series, sits on the editorial boards of three learned
journals, and serves as consultant in ancient history to publishers on both sides of the Atlantic. He is a Fellow of the Society of
Antiquaries of London and an Honorary Citizen of Sparta, Greece, and holds the Gold Cross of the Order of Honour awarded by the
President of the Hellenic Republic.
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TOGETHER BY CHRISTMAS
Karen Swan
9781529006100

Fiction
General Fiction
PAN ǀ Rs 450 ǀ 448pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format
January 14, 2021

Set in snowy Amsterdam, Together by Christmas is a moving read of secrets, romance and heartbreaking dilemmas
by Sunday Times bestseller Karen Swan.
When Lee first came to Amsterdam, it was with a newborn baby and a secret. Five years later, her life is approaching normal: her
career as a celebrity photographer is flourishing, her son Jasper is growing up, and they are enjoying the run-up to Christmas with
their tight circle of close friends.
But all this changes one morning when Lee finds a book in the basket of her bicycle – and scrawled inside it, a desperate message.
Who left it for her, and why? Lee feels compelled to help and tracks down the book’s author, Sam. With an instant, undeniable
connection it seems they might have a shot at a real future together.
Until her past comes calling. As the snow falls and ice thickens on the city’s canals, the secret Lee has never told resurfaces.
Suddenly everything she holds dear hangs in the balance. Christmas is a time for being together – but what if the truth means she
ends up alone?
'A real treat to get absolutely lost in. Go on - spoil yourself!' - Veronica Henry, bestselling author on The Christmas
Party by Karen Swan

Author Bio:
Karen Swan is the Sunday Times top three bestselling author of twenty books and her novels sell all over the world. She writes two
books each year – one for the summer period and one for the Christmas season. Previous winter titles include Christmas at
Tiffanys, The Christmas Secret, The Christmas Lights, and for summer, The Rome Affair, The Greek Escape and The Spanish
Promise.
Her books are known for their evocative locations and Karen sees travel as vital research for each story. She loves to set deep,
complicated love stories within twisty plots, sometimes telling two stories in the same book.
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ZERO POINT
Neal Asher
9781509868551

Fiction
Science & Fantasy Fiction
Tor ǀ Rs 650 ǀ 480pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format
January 14, 2021

It was a quest for vengeance; now it’s full-blown rebellion
Earth’s Zero Asset citizens no longer face extermination from orbit. Thanks to Alan Saul, the Committee’s network of control is a
smoking ruin. Its robotic enforcers also lie dormant. But power abhors a vacuum, and the Committee’s Serene Galahad seizes
command.
On Mars, Var Delex is fighting to save the Antares Base. She must also crush the first signs of its own rebellion, while the Argus
Space Station speeds towards the red planet. Var knows that whoever trashed Earth is still aboard. And aboard Argus Station, Alan
Saul’s mind has expanded into its computer network. There, he learns of the Humanoid Unit Development and its ghastly
experiments; the possibility of eternal life; and of a madman who may hold the keys to interstellar flight. But Earth’s agents are
close, and the killing will soon begin.
Zero Point is the second book in Neal Asher’s high-octane Owner trilogy.
'A thoroughly enjoyable novel' – Walker of Worlds
'A real page turner' – I Will Read Books
'Asher’s ability to write exciting set-piece action scenes featuring cool SF hardware is undimmed . . . Those who enjoy
Neal Asher’s fast-paced, technologically rich SF stories will find a lot to like' – Concatenation

Author Bio:
Neal Asher divides his time between Essex and Crete, mostly at a keyboard and mentally light-years away. His full-length novels
are as follows. First is the Agent Cormac series: Gridlinked, The Line of Polity, Brass Man, Polity Agent and Line War. Next comes
the Spatterjay series: The Skinner, The Voyage of the Sable Keech and Orbus. Also set in the same world of the Polity are these
standalone novels: Hilldiggers, Prador Moon, Shadow of the Scorpion and The Technician. The Transformation trilogy is also based
in the Polity: Dark Intelligence, War Factory and Infinity Engine. Set in a dystopian future are: The Departure, Zero Point and
Jupiter War, while Cowl takes us across time. The Warship is the second book in the Rise of the Jain series, following The Soldier,
and is set in the Polity universe.
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